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Utilizing the Frame Generator within Inventor Professional software we 

will show an improved workflow for design. 

Then we will open a machine support and suppress the machine model 

elements.

Next we will perform a quick frame study within Inventor Professional 

software for the natural frequency and stress analysis. 

Then we will push the model directly to Robot Structural Analysis 

software to do some advanced analysis and loading. 

Finally, we will discuss optimization of the support structure. 

Class summary
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At the end of this class, you will be able to:

 Learn how to design more-efficient structural machine supports and still 

have them be stout

 Learn how to create better frame generator models for analysis within 

Inventor

 Learn how to extend Frame Analysis beyond Inventor Professional for 

more complicated loads and analysis

 Learn how to perform frame member size optimization based on loading 

and performance criteria

Key learning objectives
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The class handout is written as the complete workflow of this lab.

A presentation with a video will be used to cover the relationship 

between Inventor Professional and Robot Structural Analysis

Improvements to the analysis workflow for Inventor Frame Generator 

and analysis will also be covered in this manner.

Due to time, we will not being doing every step as some are considered 

repetitive.  

But the dataset is available for you to replicate on your own, and I am 

willing to help!

A Note…
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Inventor Professional and Robot Structural 

Analysis Professional
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 In January of 2008, Autodesk completed the acquisition of the 

French company Robobat, and its powerful software ROBOT 

Millennium

 The software was popular in Europe and was used to design 

skyscrapers, large stadiums, and long span bridges. 

 Since the acquisition, ROBOT Millennium has been rebranded as 

Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis Professional and has continued 

to be developed with powerful features and competitive 

differentiators added to the software.  

Inventor Professional and Robot Structural Analysis 

Professional
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 Robot has become very integrated with the Autodesk AEC solutions, 

and other Autodesk tools.

 A simplified kernel of the Robot algorithm was developed and placed 

inside of Inventor Professional where it:

 Converts your assembly model, created in the Frame Generator 

or with the Content Center, into an analytical model. 

 Performs structural frame analysis.  

 This provides an integrated workflow that is the basis of this session.  

Inventor Professional and Robot Structural Analysis 

Professional
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Robot kernel in Inventor Professional
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 In terms of the length of each element, it 

is based on the Inventor part length.  

 So in our example we have a finished 

model so all the members ends have 

been trimmed or coped so there is no 

interference of parts. 

 But what the kernel sees is the individual 

parts to convert, so if we take one of the 

transverse tubes, the part is 22 inches 

long so the analytical element will be 22 

inches long. 

Analytical Model
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 But if the longitudinal tube spacing is 24 in 

(610 mm) center to center, like in this 

model, this creates a gap at each end.

 To overcome this gap the Robot kernel 

creates what is known as a rigid link to 

connect the nodes so that it can transfer 

the translations and rotations from one 

element to another perfectly.  

Analytical Model
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 Rigid links are a very powerful tool that 

can simplify the analysis of frames with 

offset members, such as crisscross angle 

bracing in a frame bay or a member that 

attaches to the outside flange of a 

member rather than at the centerline.

Analytical Model
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 Now, with the help of the Robot kernel inside Inventor Professional, 

we have a base analytical model from our design model.  

 From here we can add constraints, loads, and other refinements and 

then perform the static or modal analysis.  



Improving your simulation workflow
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 There are several advantages to utilizing the Frame Generator within 

Inventor. 

 By creating just a simple 3D sketch you can turn that into a complete 

frame using standard shapes and sections from the content library.

 If you need to change the size of the frame, you can adjust your 

sketch, and the frame and its members will update. 

 You can even drive the frame and these dimensions using an Excel 

spreadsheet.  

 Once you have created the frame and added the members there is 

even a calculator to check sections for beam and column behavior.  

Why use Inventor Frame Generator
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 With the commands in the Frame section of the Design tab, you can 

create a beautiful frame with members that have been trimmed, 

coped or mitered.  

 But this last benefit can also cause problems for the individual doing 

the analysis, as well as the rest of the design staff.

 When there is a gap between nodes, the Robot kernel will create a 

rigid link between them to make sure the displacements and rotations 

are transferred.  

Using Inventor Frame Generator
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 It is then the responsibility of the engineer to ensure that the rigid 

links are properly setup so the analysis will be as accurate as 

possible.  

 This checking, suppressing and recreating rigid links for an 

automatically created analytical model can be a time consuming and 

tedious exercise for the engineer.  

 But what if the analysis handoff was done earlier in the design 

process?  

The problem with rigid links
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 What if before end treatments were applied the model was analyzed, 

what would be the effect?  

 Let us go back to the Frame Generator, and remove the end 

treatments to go back in time to recreate the design as if it was 

passed to analysis earlier.

A new beginning…
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A new beginning…
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 This results in a much simpler analysis for the engineer and there are 

many benefits to have a model like this as opposed to one with 

unnecessary rigid links.  

 A simpler model will result in faster analysis, meaning you can try 

more options and ask more “what-if” questions.

 The engineer can change member sizes prior to excessive modeling 

and cut the cost and weight of the structure.

 The designer and engineer can work together on how best to 

connect the members of the frame, meaning less fabrication and 

construction time.

Improving your Simulation Workflow
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 This is what is meant by moving the analysis early in the design 

phase.  

 Now you have the chance to try different concepts, ask what if 

questions, and come up with an optimized design, not just a good 

enough design.  

 This concept of upfront design does not just apply here, but with all of 

your analysis.

 The earlier and more often you digitally prototype, the better your 

design will be.

 This will be a necessity in the Future of Making Things.

Improving your Simulation Workflow
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Performing Frame Analysis starting in 

Inventor Professional
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 From the Class Folder,

 Open Skid Plant.iam

 This is a simplified model of an 

aggregate processing plant.

Starting in Inventor Professional
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 This is the machine that will take a large rock and 

crush it to smaller pieces, once they are the desired 

size they are dropped on to a conveyor system (not 

shown).  

 The crushing action is from the rotation of an 

eccentric jaw that is driven by a motor driven belt that 

is wrapped around one of the two large flywheels. 

 Due to this crushing action this machine is bulky and 

can generate very large forces.  

 It operates at a set frequency that will need to be 

avoided to prevent degradation of the 

Jaw Crusher Assembly [ASSM Crusher.iam]
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 The Jaw Crusher sits on a frame that also 

has a platform in front of it for the driving 

motor of the crusher.  

 There is also structure for a walkway to 

provide access to the machine and for 

observation of the operation.  

 The sloped members are meant to be the 

stringers for the access stairs to the rest of 

the platform.  

 This is the frame structure that we will use for 

our workflow today.

Crusher Skid Frame [Jaw Crusher Skid Frame.iam]
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 The hopper consists of the large thick plates 

and is where a front end loader would dump 

the raw material.  It can be subjected to large 

impact forces from falling rocks. 

 To support these loads, a stout skeleton is 

welded to ensure durability.

 This structure could be analyzed with this 

workflow as well, but for conciseness, we will 

focus on the Crusher Skid Frame.

Hopper and Frame Assembly [Hopper Plates.iam and 

Hopper Frame.iam]
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 The vibratory feeder is a conveying machine 

for the rocks that are dumped in to the 

hopper, where it sits below.

 The bars near the jaw are to separate the 

smaller rocks that would pass through a 

bypass chute (that is not present) to a 

conveyor system (that is also not shown).  

 This piece of equipment is subjected to 

impact loads from falling rocks similar to the 

hopper and loads from a large eccentric 

vibratory action to excite the rocks.

Vibratory Feeder Assembly [Feeder Assm.iam]
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 This frame supports the loads from the feeder 

and the hopper.  

 In our example it is a very compact structure, 

so we will not use this in our workflow 

example.

Feeder Skid Frame [Feeder Skid Frame.iam]
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 This is not a complete plant, since there are several components 

missing, but should be viewed as a layout that has not been finalized, 

to allow for easier analysis. 

 It is setup this way so that it follows the guidelines discussed 

previously. 

 Had we waited to perform the analysis until the model was nearly 

complete this would limit our ability to make changes, including 

optimization.  

 It would make the analysis more time consuming and cumbersome 

due to the extra rigid links. 

Skid Plant.iam
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 So there are actually three frame structures that we could analyze for 

this plant, and we could do all three together.  

 But, for the purpose of this lab we will focus on the Crusher Skid 

Frame.  

 Enough PowerPoint, let us get into the software.

Skid Plant.iam
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Hands-On Lab
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 The Pinned constraint allows for rotation, 

but does not allow for displacement.  

 A Fixed constraint will prevent 

displacement and rotation, and therefore 

moments will be generated

 The base plate connection to the right is 

not a fixed connection.

 If you do use a fixed constraint, make 

sure you discuss this with your 

foundation design team.  

A note on Constraints



Releases

 A typical field bolted connection looks 

similar to what is shown on the right. 

 Since the flanges are not connected, it 

assumed this is a simple connection and 

no moment or rotation transferred 

between members.  

 For wide flange beams this can be ideal, 

as this shape can have large axial 

stresses from warping caused by a 

torsional rotation.  



Releases

 We model this through Releases

 The default for the Release dialog box is 

for a simply supported beam since 

translation is still not allowed, but 

rotation is allowed. 

 But rotation about the Z-axis, on either 

end, must be constrained or the solver 

will assume the beam will spin without 

restraint and you will not be able to solve 

without an error or warning!



Releases

 You can examine at the ends of the 

beam where there are the letters “x” and 

“f”, these stand for fixed and free.  

 They are listed in the order that is the 

same as the dialog box, with 

displacements first and then rotations.  

 So “xxxffx” means a simple connection 

and,

 A fully rigid connection is denoted as 

“xxxxxx”
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 Robot is an advanced structural engineering applications that can 

perform complicated load analysis with robustness.

 Wind loading per the design codes, but also with a virtual wind tunnel 

based on Autodesk CFD technology.

 Seismic design

 Advanced dynamic analysis including Pushover and Footfall.

 Snow and soil pressure loadings

 Prestressing forces

 Moving loads

Robot Structural Analysis Professional



 There are different requirements based on the of the member. 

 Beam – Subject  to typically bending loads, but can be exposed to 

buckling effects for longer slender members.

 Column – Typically a member subjected to large compressive loads 

and can buckle in different manners based on its support criteria.  

These can also be subjected to bending as well.

 Cable – A member that can only act in tension as it has no capacity 

for compressive loads.

 Simple Bar - The general member type, but these do not go through 

the code checking for the beam or column buckling or other failure 

analysis. 

Member Types
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 Simplify our Inventor frame models for an easier and faster 

analysis.

 Perform analysis early in the design process to invite more 

options.

 Inventor Professional and Robot Structural Analysis 

Professional have a link to transfer analysis data.

 Sharing the optimized structure.

Summary



Questions?
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 Via the Survey Stations, email or mobile device.

 AU 2016 passes awarded daily!

 Give your feedback after 

each session.

 Give instructors feedback 

in real-time.

Be heard! Provide AU session feedback.
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 Seek answers to all of your technical product 

questions by visiting the Answer Bar.

 Open daily 8am-10am and Noon-6pm and 

located just outside of Hall C on Level 2.

 Staffed by Autodesk developers, QA, 

& support engineers ready to help 

you through your most challenging 

technical questions.

More Questions? Visit the AU Answer Bar
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